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In this short non-fiction book, “Black Women Who Dared”, Moyer talks about ten women 

who contributed to changing and uplifting their communities. She touches on the Coloured 

Women’s Club, the Hour-a-Day Study Club, Blockorama, and the Black Cross Nurses.  

This book opens up with an explanation of what the Coloured Women’s Club was. The 

club was founded in 1902 in Montreal, Quebec. This club was formed under the example of the 

National Association of Colored Women, founded in the 1890s in Washington DC, by Harriet 

Tubman. This club became a resource for the black community and is still active to this day. 

She also mentions the Hour-a-Day Study Club which was a resource for African American 

mothers who came together and studied various subjects in order to better themselves as 

mothers. She speaks about The Black Cross Nurses, an organization created by black women 

in the 1920’s. This organization was created for two major reasons; one being that African 
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American people did not have equal access to health care and two, because black women often 

were not accepted into nursing programs because of their race. The last organization Moyer 

talks about is Blockorama. Blockorama was created for the black LGBTTI2QQ community. 

Moyer then talks about various women who were largely uncelebrated but fostered change for 

themselves and those around them. She starts off with Jackie Shane, a musician from the late 

1950s to mid 1960’s. Jackie Shane was a transgender African American women who spoke on 

taboo subjects such as gender expresion and identity, sexuality, and racism. She ends with 

Chloe Cooley, an enslaved woman who made history by protesting and reclaiming her own 

freedom. She was known to commit bold acts such as refusing to work, leaving her work space 

without permission and stealing.  

I personally feel that this book was very informative. It gave the biographies of women 

who had in some way an impact on the African American community. I feel that this book would 

be very useful in a research project or even a good read for someone looking to start learning 

more about the struggles of African Americans during late and post slavery. The target audience 

for this book is most likely young people eager to learn about black women who made a 

change. 

 
 

Read an interview with author Naomi M. Moyer here. 

http://open-book.ca/News/Naomi-M.-Moyer-Artist-Author-of-Black-Women-Who-Dared-on-the-Books-That-Shaped-Her

